Introduction
In [12] , [13] Coifman, Meyer and Stein have developed a theory of "tent spaces" with interesting applications. Their theory has led to a unification and simplification of some basic techniques in harmonic analysis.
The theory of "tent spaces" is closely related to the one of Hardy spaces. In this paper we consider the relationship of these tent spaces with spaces of Carleson measures. In particular we identify the spaces of Carleson measures as the duals of certain tent spaces.
We also compute the real interpolation spaces of some extreme tent spaces by means of computing the corresponding K functionals of Peetre. As pointed out in [13] the interpolation theory of tent spaces can be used to derive the corresponing theory for H p spaces and Lipschitz spaces.
Let us briefly explain the motivation of this paper (we refer to w for detailed definitions). A basic inequality valid for Carleson measures on R~. +1 is Carleson measures on ~+1, i.e., (T~)* = V 1 (cf. [2] ).
It is of interest to study inequalities of the form (1.2) by means of considering spaces of Carleson measures defined by the boundedness of the funetionals 1 supBgxI"R~fT~B ) dl# [, a>0 . These spaces, V ~, have been considered by several authors : Duren [15] , Barker [3] , Amar and Bonami [2] , Johnson [18] .
In this paper we develop this remark systematically and use it to compute the duals of certain "tent spaces" as spaces of Carleson measures. These extreme "tent spaces" therefore play an important role in the study of mammal operators. We also develop the interpolation theory of these extreme spaces completing the results of Coifman, Meyer and Stein [13] as well as those of Amar and Bonami [2] .
We should mention that while this paper was being prepared for publication we received a preprint by Bonami and Johnson [5] that contains some of our results. Our approach is, however, different.
We wish to thank Professor E. Stein for several useful conversations on the subject of our work. We are also grateful to the referee for many valuable suggestions including formula (4.5) and a correction to our proof of (7.3) below.
Preliminaries
We shall work on R~_ +1 but most of our results are valid, and useful, in the more general context of homogeneous spaces.
Let f2 be an open set in R ~, we let T(f2) be the subset ofR~_ +1 defined by T(12)= {(x, t)lB(x, t)cf2}, where B(x, t) denotes the ball with centre x and radius t. As usual, If21 will stand for the Lebesgue measure of the set f2.
Given ~ER, we say that a measure w in ~_+1 is a 
Using (2.4) and the usual notation of Lorentz spaces (cf. [17] ) we get, for a>0, (2.5)
IIPtfIILP'~Cdw) ~--cllwHvfllfllL(~,r=).
In particular the choice a---~-, gives (of. [2] ) (2.6) f IPtf(x)l dlwl(x, t) <-c Ilwllv, zp IlfllL(,,l~ which can'be interpreted as a duality formula.
The tent spaces Tff, 0<p~_ 0% 0<q<_ oo are defined using two families of functionals. The A~ functionals defined by: 
where the sup is taken over all bails containing x. Let us observe that the A~ and C~ functionals can be defined for measures. This observation will be particularly useful for us in what follows. (See 2.9).
The tent spaces T~' are defined by the condition Aa(f)ELV, 0<q~_ ~o, 0<p< 0%
(if q=oo we impose some additional restrictions such as the continuity off(eL [13] and (7.1) below). One defines similarly the T~* spaces using C a functionals (cf. [13] ).
In view of (2.5) it is of interest to define tent spaces based on Lorentz spaces, this can be done simply by replacing the L p norm condition by an L(p, r) norm condition in the appropriate definitions. The spaces thus obtained will be denoted T~'" and will be shown to appear naturally when we interpolate T~ spaces.
Let us note in passing that this description of the T~'" spaces as interpolation spaces, proves their completeness and provides the duality theory for them, at least when l<p<oo, l~q< 0% from the duality theory developed for the T~ spaces in [13] . Alternatively one could deduce this part of the theory using similar arguments to those given in [13] (cf. also [15] ). Our attention in this paper will be devoted to the study of the extremal spaces T~', T~, T~ 1 and their duals. Let us start by making explicit the remark that followed (2.8).
(2.9) Definition. The A!, C1 functionals for measures are given by (2.10)
B~ [BI T(B)
For 0<p<~, 0<q<=~, let zf'q:{wIAI(w)ELP'~}, z~-{w [Cl(w) 6L ~} where w is a measure on ~_+1. One easily cheks that z~= V ~, on the other hand, if l<p< ~o, ,-P'P-~'P coincides with the space lip ' 9 W antroduced by Amar and Bonami in [2] .
The Aland C~ functionals are related by
C~(w)(x) <= ~M(A~(w))(x).
In particular, (2.12)
where M is the Hardy--Littlewood maximal operator. This follows readily from the definitions (cf. [3] ). Finally, in our estimates of K functionals we need the well-known concept of nonincreasing rearrangment (cf. [17] ): for a given function fthe nonincreasing rearrangementf* is the generalized inverse of the distribution function ]{xllf(x)l >t}] therefore [{xll f(x)[ >f*(t)} I ~= t. The double star function f** is simply the average off* at time t; f**(t) = t -1 fo f*(s) ds, t >0, and is also decreasing.
Interpolation of T~ spaces
In this section we study the interpolation properties of the T~ spaces. Our results complement earlier work by Coifman, Meyer and Stein [13] and Amar and Bonami [2] .
We shall consider the real method of interpolation using Peetre's K functionals.
We review briefly some pertinent facts about real interpolation. For more information on interpolation theory we refer the reader to [4] . Let B0, B~ be quasi normed spaces embedded in a suitable topological Hausd0rff vector space V, and define for fEBo+B~, t>0,
{f: t,-oK<,,:
We shall also use, in w an important complement to the reiteration theorem obtained recently by T. Wolff [22] : Let A~, i=0, ..., be quasi Banach spaces continuously embedded in a common topological Hausdorff vector space; let 0<0<t/<l, 0=
In other words Wolff's theorem allows to treat each end point space separately.
When considering the {TL}p>0 scale it is natural to let T~ =L = since A~(f)E L~%~.fEL ~. Our main result concerning this scale is (3.1) Theorem. Let 0<p<~, 0<0<1, 0<r--<% (i) 3cl, es>0 such that
In other words, K(t, f T v, L ~) ~ K(t, A= (jr), L v, Lr176
(ii)
Proof. The second half of the theorem is an easy consequence of the first half.
Consider the proof of (i). Let f=fl+f2 be a decomposition off with f0ET v, f~EL =, then
Thus, taking infimum over all decompositions gives the first inequality of (i).
Let us construct a nearly optimal decomposition to prove the main estimate of ~f011r.
Combining these estimates we conclude that
Interpolation of zf spaces
In this section we extend the results of [13] (cf. also [2] ) concerning the interpolation of the {zx p } scale.
The proof of (4.2) is based on the following estimates for the K functionals for couples of z~ spaces (ii) Let 0<p0<pl<oo, then
Using (i) and (ii) we can now provide the Proof of(4. I). Observe that for 1 <p < % we have (of. [13] )
Consider the operator Cx, then by (4.6) we have (4.7) (71:,~-~L p, C~: *i*~L% p>l.
Interpolating the estimates in (4.7) and taking into account (4.6) once again gives (4.8) (zf, ~)0.~ =c ~fo,,, ~=~,1 1 -0 if p > 1.
Po P
The reverse inclusion can now be obtained from (4.4) and Hardy's inequality. Therefore we have obtained (4.9) (z~,z~*)0,~ = z~o,, ,_1 = 1-0 , 1 <p <oo. Po P Using (4.5) we readily derive
We can now invoke Wolff's theorem to combine (4.9) and (4.10) to obtain (4.2).
We are now ready to provide the Proof of (4.3) . We prove only (4.4) (the assertion (4.5) being similar). Moreover, we only need to consider the case p = 1.
The proof of (4.4) consists in exhibiting a nearly optimal decomposition. Let t>0, wCz~+~, define I2t={xlCl(w)(x)>cM(Al(w))*(t)}, and consider the decomposition w=p0+/q, where Po--WZr(a,). We have,
ll~on~ = ll Al ~uo)h <= IIA~(w)z~,II I <-f ~'l M(Aa (w))* (s) ds.
Now, recall that by (2.12)
IO, I ~-el{xlM(Al(W))(x) > M(A~(w))*(t)}] <= ct, c > 1.
Therefore, using the fact that f**(t)k we obtain (4.11) 11 011,I <--Consider now Cx(pl)(x); clearly if xE f2~ we get
tC~(pO(x) <= tC~(w)(x) ~_ tM(A,(w))*(O <-
Suppose now that xE f2t. In order to estimate C~ ~) (x) we use a Whitney decomposition of the open set f2 t. (See [21] , p. 167.) Therefore, g2t=U~=~ Qk, where the Qk'S are disjoint cubes such that dist (Qk, f2~)~diam (Qk)" More precisely, for each cube Qk let x~ be its center and 2r k its diameter, we also let Qk be the cube concentric with Qk and such that diam ~k = 10rk; then, ~-(2rk) < dist (Qi, f2~), and dist (Qk, f2~) ~--4(2rk). We consider the case b) first. By our assumption YEQk for some kEN. Therefore, ('~) (2rk) < dist (y, O~) <s < r where the last inequality follows from the fact that (y, s)C T(B).
Let xkCO~ be such that dist(xk, Qk)<=8rk. It follows that In fact,
Ix-x~l <-Ix--Yl + ly --xgl + lx~,--xkl

Consequently,
xkCB=B(x, 10r). 
IBI T(B)
Our analysis shows that if xE O t, 
Spaces of Carleson measures and duality of T p'q spaces
We take up the study of the duals of T~ spaces. Recall the result of Coifman, Meyer and Stein [13] : (T~)*=z~~ -V 1. In this section we consider more generally, the duals of 7~' ~ spaces.
We begin our analysis with the case p_-> 1.
(5.1) Theorem. (ii) (T~)* = ~(', 1 < p < 0o.
Proof. (i)
The basic inequality is a reformulation of (2.5) for a --l/p, namely
It follows that VlWc(T~'~) *.
To prove the reverse inclusion we argue as in [13] . Let lE(T~a) *, let K be a compact set of ~_+t and consider the restriction l r of l to C(K); then there exists a measure on K representing IK, i.e.
IK(f)=ff(x, t)d#K(x, t)VfEC(K); by letting
{K,} be an increasing sequence of compact sets covering ~"+t _.+ we obtain a measure/~ on ~+t. (ii) The basic inequality here is the elementary inequality
The proof of (5.2) runs as follows : 
-atoms, 2jEC, and (~f=1 I A J I P) x/p <= c 11 f[I T.~-In fact, I[f[lr~inf{(Zs=i [2j]p)I/P: f=~T=i 2jaj, aj p-atom}.
Finally one more observation is needed before stating the duality theorem. It is easy to check, using for example Whitney's decompositions, that wE V" with r_->l if and only if for some c >0 and all balls B=R', 
Applications
We consider applications of our results to some problems in harmonic analysis.
A. Multiplier operators and maximal operators on V ~, ~' q and T~ spaces
Let X denote any of the spaces V ", z~ 'q or T~. A natural problem that arises is the study of multipliers of X: i.e., let #(x, t) be a function on R~. +1, then under what conditions is the map w-,-pw well defined and continuous from X into itself?
Observe that when X= Tg a necessary condition is the continuity of/~. In other cases the necessity of this condition is not so explicit but is natural in view of our next. 
On the other hand 6e(T(B(xo, to)))= l=lB(x0, to)[~/(ctg) =. These two observations prove (i).
The second half of the lemma follows readily from the observation that
Az(fp)(x)=tonzR(xo.,o)(x).
Let us denote by M x the space of multipliers of X as a subset of C(R~_+z). Let B(R~_ +1) be the space of bounded continuous functions on R~_+L We then have
Proof. It is clear that B(R~_ +1) ~ M x. Now, if# is a multiplier of V =, then according to (6.1), lit(x0, t0)l [lOPllv= = ll~Orllv= <= c~llO~llv=.
Thus, #E B(R~.+x).
The same argument can be used to show that any continuous multiplier of z p'q must be bounded. We also readily see that MTL =B(R~_+x).
We introduce now two weighted maximal functions, which are variants of the one considered in [13] .
Let # be a function defined on R~_ +z. Given f~ T p, 0<p<= 1, let
If q~ is a function in the Schwartz class S(R") such that f ,(x)dx=l, let q~t(x)= 
t-"(p(x/t). Given fEHP(R"
)
Nu(f)(x) < ~ sup [/~(x, t)XT(B)(X, t)l
Consequently,
_< ZB(X) sup I#(x, t)l. Proof. Indeed, if fCH p, then q~t*fE T~ (see [16] , p. 183). Consequently, N~(f) = N~(cpt.f) and (6.4) follows from (6.3).
B. Interpolation of H p spaces and Lipschitz spaces
As pointed out in [13] the theory of tent spaces can be used to derive the interpolation theory (real and complex) of H p spaces. In fact, using a "trick" ofA. P. Calder6n (cf. [6] ) we can "invert" the n o operators (cf. [13] ). Let cP(Co(R" ) be radial satisfying all the conditions of [13, p. The complex interpolation theory for the T~ and Z~ spaces can be readily derived from the results of w w and the methods of [20] .
(6.5) Theorem. Let 1 <p <Po < o% 0 < 0 < 1, then
Proof We shall only provide the details of the proof of (ii). 
(P* w)(y) = fa.++l P,(x, y) dw(x, t)
where w is a measure on ~+1.
Therefore, we have the duality (6.7)
f.. § e,f(xldw(x, t) = frt, f(yl(P*wl(Y)dy.
In particular, if Ptfis the Poisson integral off, we have order to give a sense to (6.6) it is necessary in general to suppose that the measure w is finite. Let us observe that (6.9) also holds for any kernel Pt satisfying (6.8). In particular, we will give a direct proof of the following result.
(6.10) Theorem. Let Pt be a kernel on RnXR" satisfying for some N= 1, 2, 3 . .... the following conditions:
if t+lx-yol >21Y--Yol, Ifll ~_N-1.
Let wE V ~, ~ >= 1 be a finite measure. Then, if 1 + layage P . w of w belongs to Lip n(~-1).
IPl ~ N-1
Proof. Let us first show that P.w is well defined a.e. In fact, condition (6.10) (i) with fl=0 implies that supxa f IPt(x, Y)I dy< ~. Since w is a finite measure, we deduce that fR-IP* w(y)l dy <-Iwl (R~ +a) which implies that P.w is finite a.e. Now, given lfll=N-1, we will show that DaP. w is a bounded function satisfying a Lipschitz condition
If B denotes B(y, 1), we see that (see [2] , p. 33),
y)dw(x, 0l+ y)dw( , ol
According to (6.10) (i), since ~n>n+N-1, we can appeal to Lemma 2(1) in [2] to deduce that the first term is bounded. In T(B)* we have t+lx-yl >1; thus, the second integral can be majorized by clwl(R~_+l)< co.
Finally, let us verify the Lips ehitz condition. Fix y, Y0 and let B = B (Y0, 21y -Yol). Then, we estimate
The term (I) can be majorized by the sum of two integrals over tents
and each of these integrals can be estimated in the same way using (6.10) (i) and Lemma 2 in [2] . In fact, let us consider the first one, say (/1).
(I1) <= c frcB~,81y.yol)) (t+lx-yl) -"-N+I dlwl(x, t).
Since an>n+N-1, we are again in the conditions of Lemma 2 (2) Let us observe that the hypothesis that w is finite can be dropped in (6.10) by N-1 considering a regularization of the balayage (see [18] Taking r0 = l Y-Y01, these calculations also show that the increment can be majorized by cly-Yol (~-1)~-N+1, when I/~I=N-1.
Carleson measures on product spaces
The theory developed in this paper can be easily adapted to the study of certain tent spaces and spaces of Carleson measures on product spaces. A theory of Carleson measures on product spaces has been developed by L. Carleson, S. Y. A. Chang, R. Fefferman (of. [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] ).
In this section we shall outline an extension of some of our results to the two parameter setting. A more detailed theory of tent spaces on product spaces will be developed elsewhere, We will work on R~_ • ={(x, t)lx=(x 1, x~)ERmXR n, t=(tl, tz)ER ~, tl, t2 >0}.
Given (x, t)ER~•
B(x, t) stands for the product of balls B(xl, tl)XB(x2, ts)c R"XR". Moreover, given xER~XR ~, F(x) will denote the product of cones F(Xl)X F(x2)ca~_ XR~_. Given a subset f2=R'~• *, the tent over f2, T(f2), is defined as {(x, t)ER'~_XR~+IB(x, t) = ~}. As in the one parameter case, we have the inequality
By integration on B(x, t), we get
This shows that T~ is a complete space. The spaces T~, 0<p~ 1, can be characterized through an atomic decomposition. First, a suitable notion of atom is needed.
A This completes the proof of the theorem.
We want now to identify the duals of the spaces T n, T~ n't. In analogy with the one parameter case, a suitable notion of Carleson measure in the product space ~ XR~ plays an important role. In fact, the proof follows readily from (7.4). In the spirit of (7.6) we also have a characterization of V ~, 0<~<1. In fact, a measure wE V ~ if and only if All the above assertions follow readily as in the one parameter case. Proof. The only change needed in the theory of w is to replace in the proof of (5. i) (ii) the maximal operator of Hardy Littlewood by the strong maximal operator.
